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Facebook Pays Teens for Private Data
1) Which company has accused Facebook of convincing teens to sell their
private phone data?
a) Fox News
b) TechCrunch
c) Apple
2) Yes or No? Circle the correct answer.
a) Facebook says they have the user’s permission to buy their phone
data.
Yes / No
b) More than 10% were teenagers. Yes / No
c) Facebook is actually paying people for market research. Yes/ No
3) What did Apple force Facebook to do?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Changing the Perception of Body Image
4) What does teenagers often worry about according to Layla?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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5) What is the Be Real Campaign?
a) It’s for people who have a certain weight or shape
b) It helps people who are addicted to drugs
c) It helps people to feel confident about their bodies
6) What is a Be Real Ambassador?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
7) Who is Kianna?
a) A model from Amsterdam
b) The youngest Be Real Ambassador
c) An ambassador in Washington

8) Why does Kianna want to help others with body confidence?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

9) How has Kianna recovered from her body image issues?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
10) What is causing young people to worry about their body image?
a) The rising use of social media
b) The rising pressure from grown-ups to look a certain way
c) The increase of films about perfect body images
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Could you imagine swimming to school every day?
11) In which country did the children have to swim to school?

a) In the Philippines
b) In Java
c) In Thailand

12) What is the Yellow Boat Project?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

13) How many boats have they built since the first boat was given to them in
2011?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Grammar grill
Blandade pronomen
1) Tintin has a dog…………………………………………name is Milou.
2) ……………………………………likes Ryan Gosling. He is famous and very popular.
3) Harry Potter could hardly tell the twins Fred and George Weasley apart.
What if …………………………………..of the twins could figure out which twin was
which?
4) Jon Snow pushed the wagon in front of ………………………………………..(sig).
5) Let me introduce……………………………………….My name is Bond. James Bond.
6) …………………………………………who wish to go to the Nicki Minaj concert must
buy tickets in advance.
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7) Forrest Gump is a simple-minded gentleman……………………………….tells his
life story while waiting for the bus.
8) King Kong defended………………………………………….on the top of a skyscraper.
9) Would you like…………………………………………..to eat? asked the Beast. –Join me
for dinner, Belle!
10) Bill Gates founded a company……………………………………………..makes
computer software programmes.
11) Titanic, ………………………………was the most luxurious ocean liner of its time,
sank to the bottom after hitting an ice-berg.
12) Snoopy can’t find………………………………………..bone. (sitt)

13) Gandalf and Frodo made …………………………………………….some more tea.
14) Did Dracula have …………………………………..friends?
15) Bella Swan stood in front of the mirror and looked at………………………………..

10-minute discussion
Have you ever experienced cold weather, like -30 degrees Celcius or more? When
the temperature drops below freezing, the human body uses different mechanisms
to try to stay warm. Discuss how you experience cold weather. Use the Internet to
find out what happens to the body in extreme cold. Think of 5-10 winter survival
tips.

The Big Debate
Social media plays a central role in the lives of teenagers. Is there a relationship
between social media platforms like Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook, and body
dissatisfaction, eating disorder and body dysmorphia? What do you think about
using Photoshop in pictures/selfies? Discuss how it affects you. What could be done
to change the attitude of people?
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Answers
Facebook Pays Teens for Private Data
1) b
2) a) yes b) no c) yes
3) To shut down the app.

Changing the Perception of Body Image

4) They often worry about the way they look and compare themselves with
others
5) c
6) Real people telling real stories about their body confidence journeys
7) b (She is 15 years old)
8) She says if we all help each other, then there is no judgement
9) By dancing (She uses her passion for dance as a way to help overcome
this)
10) A

Could You Imagine Swimming to School Every Day?

11) a
12) Individual funds that help children get to school (safe and dry) in a
yellow school boat
13) More than 4,600 boats

Grammar Grill
1) whose
2) Everyone/Everybody
3) neither
4) him
5) myself
6) Those
7) who
8) itself/himself
9) something
10) that/which
11) which
12) its
13) themselves
14) any
15) herself
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